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f l Symmetry aspects of the 2PI 
^ Effective action 

We have seen in the previous chapter that truncations of the 2PI effective action 
lead, at their stationary point, to equations of motion that respect the global sym
metries of the original Lagrangian. This is one of the great virtues of the ^-derivable 
approximations. Certain aspects of the symmetry properties, however, are still not 
clear. For instance, in the case of spontaneously broken symmetries, massless Gold-
stone bosons are expected to occur on the basis of the Ward identities [170]. This 
constitutes the well-known Goldstone's theorem [196]. Yet. it is not clear a priori 
whether Goldstone's theorem is satisfied for a given ^-derivable approximation. In 
fact, it is known from some time ago that ^-derivable approximations do not neces
sarily satisfy Goldstone's theorem, as was seen explicitly in approximations to the 
O(N) model [197]. A more detailed study of this issues was presented in [198]. In 
non-equilibrium situations, where the evolution of the system is determined by the 
equations of motion, a large violation of Goldstone's theorem could then invalidate 
the use of <I>-derivable approximations. A criterion to determine beforehand whether 
a given approximation satisfies or not Goldstone's theorem would be desirable. In 
section 5.1 we pursue the investigations of [198] a bit further in order to obtain such 
criterion. The result also enables us to ascertain the magnitude of the violation of 
Goldstone's theorem by identifying the missing pieces that would be needed for it to 
be satisfied. 

Another very important question is whether ^-derivable approximations comply 
with local symmetries and. in particular, local gauge symmetries. One would like to 
study whether the truncations of the 2PI effective action retain gauge invarianee. or 
if this is lost in the approximation. This question is most relevant if one wants to use 
these methods to investigate properties of the QCD plasma that is presumably pro
duced during heavy-ion collisions. It was realized some time ago that gauge invarianee 
is spoiled in ^-derivable approximations, since Ward identities are not satisfied [197]. 
We provide in section 5.2 a detailed study of the gauge dependence in ^-derivable ap
proximations. We show that the gauge dependent terms appear at higher order than 
the truncation order, thus not ruling out the use of these approximation schemes in 
gauge theories (for more details, see [199]). 
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Chapter 5. Symmetry aspects of the 2PI Effective action 

5.1 . Broken symmetries and Goldstone's theorem 

Consider the global symmetry realized by the compact Lie group Q. The fields 
transform under the representation D(Q) like ipi = Dij(g)^J. with g some element 
of the group Q. In te rms of the generators TQ of the Lie algebra, the infinitesimal 
variation Op1 under the group transformation takes the form Sy' = T^ifj€n. with 
eQ are the infinitesimal parameters of t h e transformation1 . A classical action S[<p] 
invariant under such symmetry transformations satisfies then 

| i 2 V = o. (r,i) 

By taking the expectat ion value of (5.1) and using s tandard functional techniques one 
can derive for the generating functional W[J, K] the relation 

• 6W[J.K] kl lm , lk. SW[J,K] 
' Q — T D — + (K a + Ta> AA-A- = °- (5-2) 

The corresponding relation for the 2PI effective action r [ ó . G) can be obtained with 
the help of the derivative relations (4.21). One easily obtains 

6(^i 1aVJ+ 6c;kl ( i „ G,„ + La G m J - U . (5.3) 

From the discussion in chapter 4. we know that the exact 2PI effective action, in the 
absence of sources and evaluated at the stat ionary point solution Gs gives the exact 
IPI effective action, i.e. 

rio.G] o = r[ó.Gs] = rp,[ó]. (5.4) 

Hence, evaluating (5.3) at the stationary point solution for G leads to 

óTIP,[o] 
do 

Differentiating once with respect to O yields 

^piP.r^i 

T^Oj = 0. (5.5) 

dó' ()ok Vi'Oj = 0. (5.6) 

This is evaluated at the vacuum solution v. given by the stationary point ó.s of F I P I [ 0 ] 
a t zero temperature1. Writing explicitly t he momentum dependence, one obtains 

Jp So' 6<pk {P) T^Vj(p) = 0. (5.7) 

We shall use in this section Greek labels to denote discrete group indices. 
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5.1. Broken symmetries and Goldstone's theorem 

For a translational invariant vacuum, this implies that 

6ói 8èk ?(0) TJVJ = 0. (5.8) 

If the vacuum v is not symmetric under Q (i.e. the symmetry is spontaneously broken), 
equation (5.8) implies that the second derivative of the effective potential must vanish. 
Since the second derivative of the exact 1PI effective action is precisely the full inverse 
propagator G~l. this implies the appearance of massless particles (Nambu-Goldstone 
modes). If the vacuum is invariant under the subgroup H, the number of Goldstone 
bosons is given by the number of generators in the coset group Q/H. This is the well-
known Goldstone's theorem [196]. which is thus satisfied by the exact 2PI effective 
action at the stationary point. 

5 .1 .1 . Truncated 2PI effective action 

Let us study the case of the truncated 2PI effective action. Any truncation of the 
2PI effective action yields a functional r t r which is invariant under Q. so equation 
(5.3) is also valid for TtT. i.e. 

STtr[(j>.G] j STtr[o.G] (Ti,nrk , Tkmri \ _ n /c q\ 
— S o ' — a J SGkl ^ a 'n a k) ~ ' 

Unlike the case of the exact 2PI effective action, however, evaluating r t r at its cor
responding stationary point solution Gs does not give the exact 1PI effective action. 
Of course, the approximate 1PI effective action created by evaluating r t r at Gs docs 
satisfy (5.8). by construction. Indeed, we obtain 

A'-? r t r rtr[<f>,Gs 

So1 S4)h 
VUi = 0. (5.10) 

From (5.10) we obtain the equivalent of equation (5.8), but for the approximate 1PI 
effective action r t r [é . Gs[ó]] instead of the exact one. In that case, we see that the 
auxiliary propagator defined by 

r,_, _ó*rtr[ó.GM 

satisfies Goldstone's theorem [197. 198. 200]. However, there is no a priori reason 
why this propagator should be equal to the variational one Gs. In a time-dependent 
situation, as is the case out of equilibrium, the variational propagator Gs is the one 
that enters in the equations of motion. Because of this, one would like to determine 
whether the variational 2-point function G3 satisfies Goldstone's theorem. In the 
remainder of this section we study the relation between the auxiliary propagator 
Gaux and the variational Gs. obtaining a necessary condition that must be fulfilled 
bv Gs to satisfy Goldstone's theorem. 
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Chapter 5. Symmetry aspects of the 2PI Effective action 

We can evaluate (5.9) at the stationary point solution Gs of T[v and differentiate 
with respect to o as in (5.10). To keep the discussion general, let us assume that we 
do not know the exact form of GH as a function of o. i.e. we have not solved the gap 
equation. Then, we can write (5.10) as 

O'* G-' + ̂ f;W[0l) r > , . o. (5.12) 
V do"'do' 5Gf do' do"1 J " J 

The term between brackets is just the inverse of the "auxiliary" propagator Gaux as 
define above, but written in terms of the (truncated) 2PI effective action. The goal 
is to identify this propagator so we can compare it with G's. It turns out that the 
auxiliary propagator G'aux is precisely the one defined by ö2WtI/SJ2 with WtT given 
from r, , by the inverse Legendre transform (4.C5). This can be shown by using the 
procedure to construct n-point vertices defined in the previous chapter (section 4.3). 
To do this, we take first the relations (4.69) in the presence of sources J and A', 
namely 

STtr[ó.G} 

STtr[<f>,G\ 

= -Ji-Kij(j>j, (5.13) 

--J<a- (5.14] 
SGU 2 " 

The solution of these equations for determine ó and G in terms of the sources J and 
A'. Differentiating (5.13-5.14) with respect to the source .7 yields 

STtr Ö0m , STtv SGmrl 

So, So,,, ÖJj Ö0j SGmn S.Jj 

STtr 5<j>m , STir SG7II, 
SGjkSo,,, SJj SGjkSG,,,,, S.Jj 

= Sij, (5.15) 

= 0. (5.1G) 

The derivatives of the propagator and mean field with respect to the source J define 
respectively a 3- and 2-point function as 

SGU = r(3) &JH _ S2\\\r _ -
5Jk ~^ij:k- SJj - 6 J i s J j - i*V- [o.U) 

where we indicated the fact that the 3-point function is only symmetric under the 
exchange i +-• j with a semicolon in its indices. An equation for the propagator G is 
easily obtained from (5.15) by convoluting it with the inverse of So/SJ. finding 

.=,_, föfaY1 62TtI S2VU SGklfSo'Y} 62Ttl 52TtI ÖGkl 

'J \6Ji J Só'SoJ do1 SGkl SJ„, \d.J„,J Só' 6o-> So' SGk' S<pJ ' 
(5.18) 

This has precisely the same form as the inverse of the auxiliary propagator Gailx-
Indeed, for vanishing source K. eq. (5.14) implies that G — Gs. and therefore we see 
from (5.18) that G',, = G'aux. This tells us that the auxiliary propagator is indeed 
given by the second derivative S2Wtr/5J2 for vanishing sources A. 
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5.1. Broken symmetries and Goldstone's theorem 

For K = 0, using the chain rule in the second functional derivative in the last term 
in (5.18), and using the definitions (5.17). we can write the inverse of the auxiliary 
propagator as 

s2rtr s2ru cr :GSLG - i 
•aux .^ SÓ'ÖÖJ S(piÖGkl kh'" a u x - ' " -> ' 

We can write this equation in terms of the functional <& by using (4.23). to obtain 

5.19) 

G - i = G«U-i-
)2$ 

+ i-
s'2® r,(3) n-\ 

iux,tj ^o.ij So'SpJ So'SGkl kl['" a u x - m j ' 
(5.20) 

The equation for the 3-point function G(3) is obtained from (5.16) by writing it. in 
terms of <E> and convoluting it twice with G with appropiatcly chosen indices, leaving 

r(3) _9r r P* (3) r r 6-Q 
SGr3 SG, 5Grs Ö<Pr 

[5.21 

Defining a 3-point vertex T^ as G^.k = GimGjnT^ "'";,Gaux.,A- we obtain the set of 

equations 

r - l _ r - l • P* . . F* rkrrlsv(3) 

H?L = 2- <i> •G""'G"'T J , - 2^ 

According to (5.10). the auxiliary propagator satisfies 

G - i 
aiix.ij' 

nk TTo, = 0. 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

from which Goldstonc theorem follows. We can write this equation for the propagator 
Gs by using (5.22) and (4.27) evaluated at J = 0. obtaining 

G*V+26G* 

d2>\> 

So' So' 

62<f> 
- i -

So' SG"" 
Cmr/-rnsr(>i) 

s ^ s L rs:i T^O, = 0 

with r(3> given by (5.23). for J = 0. Notice that if 

d<l> 52$ 
/ -SGij S(pl 5(j)i 8<p SGkl TT^rGkrGlsri% = 0, kl;j 

%25] 

(5.26) 

then G'. }:T'\.ok = 0 and thus Goldstone's theorem is satisfied for Gs (in the sense 
that this correlator contains massless Nambu-Goldstone modes). The condition (5.26) 
constitutes a criterion to determine the validity of Goldstone's theorem for the self-
consistent 2-point function Gs in a given ^-derivable approximation. Taking for 
instance the O(N) model, one can show, by means of (5.2G). that the propagator 
obtained at leading-order (LO) in a 1/N expansion of the 2PI effective action does 
satisfy Goldstone's theorem (sec also chapter 6). 
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Chapter 5. Symmetry aspects of the 2PI Effective action 

5.2. ^-derivable approximations in gauge theories 

Gauge theories are based on local symmetries called gauge symmetries. The prin
ciple of gauge invariance requires physical quantities to be invariant under local trans
formations with respect to the gauge group Q. If we use ^-derivable approximations 
as a met hud to obtain dressed quantities in gauge theories, it is essential to study 
whether these respect or spoil the gauge invariance. A standard method to determ
ine whether gauge invariance is spoiled is to check if the vertices resulting from the 
approximation satisfy the Ward identities. It is not difficult to see that, in general. 
Ward identities are not satisfied for a given approximation. Consider for example 
the case of the 2-loop ^-derivable approximation in a non-abelian gauge theory. For 
vanishing mean fiels. the functional $[G] is described by the diagrams 

From the considerations in section 4.1.4. we find that this approximation defines, at 
the level of the SDE. the following equations for the 3- and 4-point proper vertices 
and the self-energy 

(5-28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) O 
We see that, in this approximation, the propagator is dressed but the vertices arc left 
bare. This implies, in particular, that the Ward identities are not satisfied. If gauge 
invariance is not satisfied, "physical" quantities (such as the pressure, entropy, etc) 
will suffer from gauge dependence. This pathology shows up as an explicit dependence 
on the choice of gauge-condition. In this section we discuss in detail the dependence 
of the 2PI effective action and its truncations on the gauge-fixing condition. 

5 . 2 . 1 . Yang-Mi l ls theory, gauge-f ixing and BRST invariance 

We consider the case of a pure Yang-Mills theory with gauge group G. Its action 
is given by 

SYM = -!fdix\F^(x)Fr(x), (5.31) 

where F^u = F^luTa = 6\,.4„ — duA^ - g [Afl.Au] is the field-strength tensor of the 
gauge field An = A^Ta, g is the (unrenormalized) coupling constant and Ta are the 
generators of the Lie algebra of the gauge group G. The action is invariant under 
gauge transformations U(x) e G of the gauge potential At, 

Alt -* %(x) = U(x)All(x)U-l(x) - - [d„U(x)] U-'ix). (5.32) 
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5.2. <I>-derivable approximations in gauge theories 

This invariance implies that the functional integrals over gauge field configurations 
are ill-defined. One gets around this difficulty by the Faddeev-Popov gauge-fixing pro
cedure, which introduces a gauge-breaking term 5 Q F into the action. In the context 
of Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) quantization this term is realized in a use
ful manner by introducing some auxiliary fields: the Faddeev-Popov fermionic ghost 
fields ca and ca and the bosonic Lautrup-Nakanishi fields Ba. The gauge-fixing is 
implemented through the condition Ca[A] = 0. The gauge-fixed action then reads 

5 = SYM + SCF = J d\r { - i i £ , ( a O * r ( a O 

SCa\A] 1 i 
- ca(x)-^-(D(lc(x) \ + Ba(x)Ca[A] - -jBn(x)Ba(x)\. (5.33) 

where D^ = <9M — igTaAa is the covariant derivative and £ is the gauge-fixing para
meter. 

The action obtained by adding this gauge-fixing term is no longer invariant under 
local gauge transformations (5.32). However, it is invariant under BRST transform
ations, which are defined as 

*BAI --

5Bca = 

<5Bca = 

SBBa --

= z{D„c 

= lege2, 

= -eB". 

= 0. (5.34) 

where e is an infinitesimal global anti-commuting parameter and c2 is a short-hand 
notation for {Tac

a){Tbc
b) = l/2[Ta\Tb}c"cJ'. The Lautrup-Nakanishi field B has been 

introduced to ensure the nilpotency of the BRST charge QB- defined as SQ = eQs-
It allows for a convenient rewriting of the gauge-breaking term as a complete BRST 
variation 

5 G F = QB J d4x l^cn(x)Ba(x) - ca(x)Ca[A}\ = QBV. (5.35) 

Using the compact notation explained in the previous chapter, we can write the 
partition function Z[J. K] for the Yang-Mills theory as 

Z[J,K] =Afc f x>ipeiis^^+Q^qf+Ji'pi+^iKij'pJ} = e
i{n<p-G}+J,éi+U<,J(o

i
ly+ia'-')}^ 

(5.36) 
where tp denotes collectively all fields {A(j't(x),ca(x),ca(x),Ba(x)j, J and K denote 
all their associated currents {JA, JaJe, JB,KAA,KCC,KBB}- We use in this section 
Latin indices to represent all of the space-time, Lorcntz and group indices indistinctly. 
In this compact notation, however, one should bear in mind that the ghost, fields c 
and c and their associated local currents ./,. and J? are anti-commuting variables. A/̂  
is a ^-dependent infinite constant generated during the Faddeev-Popov gauge-fixing 
procedure. Its gauge parameter dependence can be seen already in the free theory 
and can be absorbed into the action by rescaling the ghost fields by £ - 1 / 4 . Hence this 
constant will not play a role in the following. 
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Chapter 5. Symmetry aspects of the 2PI Effective action 

5.2.2. Gauge-fixing dependence of the 2PI effective action 

Having set up the notation let us now study the gauge dependence of the 2PI 
effective action. We study how it transforms both under a change of the gauge-fixing 
condition Ca[A] -» C"[A] + ACa[A] and gauge parameter £ — £ + A£. or more 
generally, under a change U' — vf* -f A ^ . Under this shift of gauge condition, the 
effective action, the mean field and the propagator respectively change a.s 

r -» r ' = r + AI \ O — o' = <j) + Ao. and G — G' = G + AG. (5.37) 

The currents Jj and Kjj are taken to be gauge independent since they are external. 
This fact allows us to calculate immediately from Eq. (4.21) how much the first func
tional derivatives of the effective action vary under the gauge-fixing change, obtaining 

öGijJ \dOiJ J6G-, 
A ( T7r- ) = 0 and A ( — ) = -2iAoj——. (5.38) 

From Eq. (5.38) one notices that the stationary point of the 2PI effective action is 
only gauge invariant if it is realized simultaneously for both arguments o and G. 

To compute the variation of the effective action V one can use the relations (4.21) 
to cast Eq. (5.36) into the convenient form 

eiT*[<i>,G} = f v <{5YM+<5B*-(v-*)*^-+*[(v*-*.-)(V3-*j)-«Gy]7§7) , . 

For simplicity and later convenience we denote the field combinations (<p — ©).,• and 
[(tp — o)i(y — 4>)j — iGjj] that appear in the exponent of Eq. (5.39) as £>, and iGij 
respectively. These have the property that their expectation values vanish. After a 
change of gauge condition ty —, ty' = fy + AW. equation (5.39) becomes 

eiT' _ ei(T+Ar) 

I V - {A SYM + Q B * - ^ ^ T - G y Ï % } ( i{QBA*+A<Pi {% + ACU $- -iAo, Ao, - ^ } 1 

(5.40) 

which, using eq. (4.22) becomes 

JAr = / '{QH^'+^^+^^-^- '^AO,^ 
e « " = ( e ' ^ ü ~ * ' " - ' '~~* 16°*i — • ' « ; , , ƒ \_ ( 5 4 1 ) 

This result is valid for any finite change in the gauge conditions. To proceed further 
we restrict ourselves to infinitesimal variations A^ . Then one can expand both sides 
of Eq. (5.41) to obtain 

A r = (QBA*) + A o , ^ + AG,,^- + 0(A2). (5.42) 
öói ' öGij 
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5.2. ^-derivable approximations in gauge theories 

where we used the fact that Aè and AG' are of order O(Aty). This can be easily 
chocked. Indeed, following the same steps as to obtain Eq. (5.41) one gets for the 
mean field 

o' = g + Ao = e-"r L H ^ ^ f t ^ ^ - ^ ^ * 

which using Eq. (5.41) reduces to 

[5.43) 

and expanding in A\I> yields 

Ao ; = i {<piQBAV) + 0 (A 2 ) . (5.45) 

Similarly one computes the variation of the two-point function obtaining 

AG',, = i (GijQBAv) + 0 (A 2 ) . (5.46) 

From equations (5.45) and (5.46) we see that indeed Aó and AG are of order 0(A\P). 
Introducing them into (5.42) yields 

CT"1- XT 1 

Ar = (QBA*) + i (&QBAV) — + i ( G . - J Q B A * ) ^ ^ + 0(A2). (5.47) 
6(pi \ I d&ij 

One expects the stationary point of the effective action, i.e. when its functional de
rivatives are set to zero, to be gauge-independent. That is still not obvious from 
Eq. (5.47) since it appears that the first term in the RHS would not vanish. For that, 
one can make use of the following trick [201]. Consider the expectation value of the 
gauge-fixing change A$. namely 

(A*) = e~iT / ^ A # e H s Y M + Q B * - ^ C - 0 ^ } . (5.48) 

One can perform a BRST transformation ip —* <p + eQQ$ on the field variables in the 
path-integral. This transformation leaves the measure invariant and only amounts to 
a shift of the integration variable, so the equation remains the same. The l.h.s can be 
however rewritten so that 

(A*) = e~iT I Vip (Avp + eQBA*) 

x e *{SYM+QB*-^f t -G«7%-eQB^^7-^BÖ*i ï%} ^ (549) 

where we have used the fact that A^[p + EQB^P] = A^ + (QQA^. which follows from 
the definition (5.35). The BRST charge Qn appearing in this expression does not 
operate on the mean fields ó and two-point functions G that arc part of £5 and G, 
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Chapter 5. Symmetry aspects of the 2PI Effective action 

but only on the fields to be path-integrated over. Expanding the RHS of (5.49) in the 
anticomrnuting parameter e leads to 

(QBA*) = - ; ( A * Q „ ( ; - , £ ) ) - , - ( A * Q „ ( Ö « ^ ) ) . (SJM) 

whore the quantities have been reorganized so that the equation is valid for all fields. 
both commuting (At, and D) and anticomrnuting (c and c). Combinations like ipöT/5(f) 
or GÖY/SG are always commuting so it is preferable to have them in this form. 

The same procedure can be applied also to the expectation values (^ r,A^) and 
(GabA^) to obtain 

{£aQBAy) = (AyQB£a) 

A A * Q B ( ^ ) ) - * ( ^ A * ( f e ( S i ^ ) ) . (5.51) 

- / (ëabA^QB (&£) ) ~ ' (öllbA^QR (öjkll£ 
c ; / \ — « f * " i j " c / r 

!ö.52) 

We can insert the results (5.50).(5.51) and (5.52) into (5.47) to write A r solely in 
terms proportional to its functional derivatives. Notice that the first terms coming 
from the RHS of Eqs. (5.51) and (5.52) cancel exactly those that come from Eq. (5.50) 
when both are substituted into Eq. (5.47). In this way terms with a single functional 
derivative do not appear in AIT. After some rearrangements one is then left with 

A r - i ( A , o - ( * £ * © ) + ( A , < h ( * £ ^ 
+ K A * Q B ( Ö < , & S " S ) + O ( A Ï ) ' (5-53) 

which can be east into the compact result 

AT [#,01 = \ (A*QB (ftJL +GJJ . J - ) ^ + 0<A>), (5.54) 

Here the expectation value (...) and the BRST operator QR only apply to the fields 
<p contained in £5 and G. This equation gives the variation of the 2PI effective ac
tion caused by a change in the gauge condition. One sees that when the functional 
derivatives of Y are set to zero this variation vanishes, and then the effective ac
tion is gauge-fixing independent. This situation occurs precisely at the stationary 
point, i.e. at the stationary point solutions 0S and Gs of the exact 2PI effective ac
tion. This was already shown for the 1PI effective action and expected from general 
arguments [202. 203]. 
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5.2. <I>-derivable approximations in gauge theories 

The stationary point solutions <ps and Gs. however, are not gauge-fixing independ
ent themselves. Indeed, one can explicitly compute their gauge dependence by apply
ing the stationarity condition to Eqs. (5.45) and (5.4G). obtaining in this manner 

A ^ = Z ( A * Q B ( W ) , (5.55) 

AG',' =i/A^QB^y\. (5.56) 

For the case of the rcPI effective actions r[<?i>j, Gij.Gjjk. • • •]• which include higher-point 
correlation functions, the same procedure leads to the generalized result 

^4HB0€+ö«é 
where the quantities Gijk... are given by 

Gi = ói = <Pi -<f>i, 

iGij = (<p - <j))i{ip - 4>)j - iGij. 

G%k = (<P- 4>)i{<P - <t>)j{<P - <t>)k 

G 
ST 

ijk... 6G ijk.. 

- Gm ~ iGij(<P ~ 'Ph ~ iGjk{<p - <f>)i - iGki{<p - 0)j. 

(5.57) 

(5.58a) 

[5.58b) 

(5.58c) 

etcetera. 

5 . 2 . 3 . Gauge- f ix ing dependence of <l>-derivable approximat ions 

Our main interest is to study the gauge dependence of ^-derivable approximations. 
The 2PI effective action contains the diagrammatic expansion 

$ = :s.59: 

2-loop: 0{gz) 

Consider a truncation of the 2PI effective action at L loops, or cquivalently. at 
<D(g2L~2). The 2PI effective action is then split into two pieces, the truncated part 
r t r and the rest Tresi. i.e. 

r[^G] = rtr[o>,G] + r,,st[0,G] (5.60) 

The truncated part r t r is used to generate approximate mean fields and propagators 
from the stationary condition (4.25). 

The separation of the effective action can be performed directly on the result (5.54) 
for the variation Ar . Evaluated at the stationary point solutions os and G's. it yields 

A r t r [ ^ , G s ] + Ar rest[0s,Gs] = i / A * Q B ( ' ^ i ^ j S 

oT, 

SGa-
Gjk,s 

J'fc 
:5.61 
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Chapter 5. Symmetry aspects of the 2PI Effective action 

where we used the fact that p s and Gs correspond to the stat ionary point of r t r and 
tha t t he expectation values in a ^-derivable approximation are given by (.. . ) * as 
described in section 4.1.4. 

On the one hand, this equation implies that the truncated effective action r t r . 
evaluated at its s ta t ionary point solutions, is gauge independent up to the order of 
t runcat ion, i.e. 0{y2L~'2). This is so since Yu. is of order 0{g2L) and the RHS of 
Eq. (5.CI) is of order 0(F2

est), so. to first order. A r t r ~ - A r r e s t ~ O ( r r e s t ) ~ 
0(<j2L). 

On the other hand. Eq. (5.61) tells us that the complete action T. evaluated at 
the s ta t ionary point solutions of r t r . is gauge-fixing independent up to order 0(gAL). 
i.e. twice the order of' F n , s t . In this manner, A r ~ O [T2

est] ~ ö{gAL). 

These results can be understood with diagrammatic arguments. First, note that 
the diagrams in the loop expansion of the 2PI effective action Y are .skeleton diagrams. 
so without any self-energy insertions. The approximate propagator G's obtained from 
a ^-derivable approximation at L loops (or at 0(g2L~2)) is the solution of the vari
at ional condition (4.25). which can be interpreted as a dressing of the bare propagator 
with all the self-energy contributions that come from cutt ing one line in the 2PI dia
grams of TQ, i.e. eq. (4.27). Evaluating the effective action T at Gs entails substi tuting 
this propagator in the diagrams of the skeleton-loop expansion. The outcome can be 
expanded perturbatively to compare directly with the usual perturbative loeyp expan
sion of t he 1PI effective action. One can cheek that both expansions match perfectly 
up to 1L loops, or 0(g4L~2). They differ at '2L + 1 loops because, by construction, 
d iagrams tha t would result from dressing skeleton diagrams of Trest with self-energy 
contr ibutions to Gs coming also of r , c s t . do not appear in the expansion of the skel
e ton series considered. However, they arc present in the perturbative loop expansion. 
The importance1 of the fact tha t both expansions match up to 2L loops is that , since 
the per turbat ive loop expansion is gauge-invariant at every loop order, one can im
mediately conclude t ha t so must be the skeleton-loop expansion of r[G'a p] up to '2L 
loops, or. in other words, up to 0(g4L). The precise amount of gauge dependence is 
given by (5.61). 

In this manner, eq. (5.61) shows that ^-derivable approximations, as truncations 
to the 2PI effective action, have a controlled gauge-fixing dependence, in the sense 
tha t gauge dependent terms are parametrically suppressed. 

5.2.4. Choice of gauge condition 

A large body of experience with gauge theory lias led to the common view that 
one should not t amper with gauge invariance. Yet. we explore here the possibility of 
accepting a controlled amount of gauge dependence in the computat ion of physical 
quant i t ies . The question is then, what is a good choice of gauge fixing? To be specific, 
consider the class of covariant gauges described by Ca = d^A°. Then we have to 
decide on a reasonable choice for the gauge parameter £. Evidently. £ should be such 
that it does not upset the ordering principle that was used in the approximation, 
which, in our case, is the fact tha t r r e s t <C r t r . 

T h e fact that such upset can happen is familiar from perturbat ion theory. There 
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we have the loop expansion in terms of bare propagators and our ordering principle 
is g -C 1. Consider for simplicity diagrams without ghosts. In a covariant gauge. 
the longitudinal part of the gluon propagator is proportional to £. Hence, a diagram 
with I internal lines contains a factor £,'. In terms of the number of three- and four-
point vertices V3 and V4 and the number of loops L it can be written as (=2L-2+v3/2. 
Together with the powers g2L~2 in the bare coupling constant g, the diagram has an 
overall factor {g02L~2£,V'il2- Hence, taking £ > l/g would upset the ordering of the 
diagram thus ruining perturbation theory. 

In a ^-derivable approximation, however, we consider the skeleton loop expan
sion in terms of dressed propagators where their ^-dependence is not clear a priori. 
Provided we had the explicit form of the dressed propagator, an argument similar 
to the one above would give the range of £ allowed that do not upset the ordering 
principle. Unfortunately, finding the dressed propagators is in general a formidable 
task. Nevertheless, we venture the following argument that a good choice for £ is 
in the interval (0.2). Assume that the <I>-derivable approximation gives indeed an 
approximation to the path integral 

Z = / VAVcVc exp 
.9J 

l\lir^I-%1+cd''(dll-iA,)c+^All)^ 

where we have integrated out the D field and rescaled A -* A/g. (c. c) —> {c/y/g, cjy/g). 
Then, g2 in the above action is also the ordering parameter in the skeleton-loop ex
pansion of 4>. If we do not want to upset this power counting. £ should be treated of 
order one as g2 —> 0. For finite g2 it seems best to choose l/2£ of the same magnitude 
as the other numerical coefficients in the action, which are 1/4 and 1/2 for F2, and 
1 for the ghost terms. So this suggests the choice £ in the range 1 - 2 . Saddle point 
arguments for g2 —» 0 are not upset by letting also £ —> 0. so it is reasonable to allow 
also values of £ —> 0. On the other hand. £ » 1 would upset the longitudinal parts of 
the saddle point regions in functional space (as for the perturbative case above). To 
allow a continuation of the path integral to imaginary time, £ has to be positive. All 
these arguments lead us to conclude that £ is best taken in the range 0 - 2. 

5.2 .5 . Conclusions 

In this section we have determined the dependence on the gauge condition of the 2PI 
effective action and its ^-derivable approximations. As expected on general grounds, 
the result shows that the 2PI effective action is gauge independent at its stationary 
point. For ^-derivable approximations, even though the vertices defined in the ap
proximation do not satisfy Ward identities, the gauge dependence is parametrically 
suppressed. The truncated action evaluated at its stationary point contains gauge de
pendent terms that appear at higher orders. These features might be interesting for 
the computation of thermodynainical quantities derived from the 2PI effective action 
in gauge theories, such as the pressure and entropy. The authors of [157, 158] have 
calculated the entropy and the free energy of the quark-gluon plasma with an approx
imate ^-derivable approximation, but in order to achieve gauge independence, they 
had to sacrifice the self-consistency guaranteed by working at the stationary point. 
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hence the word approximate. Their approach was nevertheless strongly motivated 
from a quasiparticle picture of the quark-ghion plasma, which can be used [75] to de
scribe the lattice results [71]. In any case, our considerations suggest that ^-derivable 
approximations may allow a systematic method for computing thermodynamic func
tions without Inning to sacrifice its remarkable properties. Gauge-fixing dependent 
artifacts would appear at high orders, thus making the approximation controllable. 
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